[Testing an expert system for hypertension].
An Expert System (ES) has been connected to a database management system for the management and follow-up of hypertensive patients. The patient data base, called Artemis, contains approximately 18,000 medical records. About 90% of the initial informations used by the ES is contained in the medical records of the Artemis data base. The knowledge base consists of 870 rules. A first group of rules allows the description of knowledge structures (hierachies, graphs and mutual exclusions). The second group consists of production rules which describe the dynamic reasoning of the expert. The inference engine uses a combination of forward and backward chaining. The ES produce diagnostic hypotheses (possible causes of hypertension) and therapeutic suggestions before and after requiring additional information (patient supplementary interrogation, biological or radiological investigations). The evaluation of the diagnostic performance of the ES was made on 40 confirmed cases of secondary hypertension (SH) and 40 cases of essential hypertension (EH). The initial initial diagnosis, just after the forward chaining step, was correct in 17 cases of SH and 32 cases of EH. The final diagnosis proposed after several steps of forward and backward chaining was correct in 37 cases (92%) of SH and 36 (90%) of EH. Averages of 5 (EH) and 8 (SH) questions were formulated by the ES to reach the final diagnosis. The integration of the ES to the database is expected to facilitate the validation of the knowledge base and to enhance its overall acceptability. Whether or not such an integration will be useful and accepted as a complementary tool by physicians remains however an open question.